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Instructions
This two player game tests your knowledge about basic Digital Asset Management
information. Each player begins at the starting line, rolls the dice and answers a DAM
trivia question found on the DAM 101 flash cards. If the player answers correctly, they
advance x amount of spaces based on the number rolled, if answered incorrectly
they retreat. The first person who reaches the middle circle wins, and is crowned the
DAM expert! Let the games begin.

DAM 101 Flash Cards
questions
What is Digital Asset
Management? How does
it work?

What is an asset?
What is content?

What are the 5
components of the
DAM Hardware?

What are 5
important
components of the
DAM Software

What are the 5 ways to
ensure your DAM is
successful?

answers
-the tracking, accessing,
describing, storing, and
overall organizing of digital
media/assets
-offers a search engine to
locate/identify assets

An asset is digital media, “the items
or property owned or
controlled by an individual or
business that have commercial or
exchange value”
content are the items the
individual or business owns
(images, documents, audio)
-assets are found within content

1. Server
2. Storage Requirements
3 .Backup
4. Network
5. Protection

1. Database software
2. Backup and Recovery
3. Web Server
4. Software Firewall
5. MIS for usage tracking

1.discuss the entire DAM project with
your client first
2.select the best DAM tools
3.determine if you have the internal
skills to achieve solution or if you
need to outsource
4.adapt the DAM system to meet
customer’s requirements
5.be cautious with your DAM planning

DAM 101 Flash Cards
questions

What is Metadata?

answers
-Metadata is data about data/
data that defines information
that describes other data
-metadata used within the DAM
to organize and access assets

Describe the 3
categories of
Metadata

What are the 3 types
of asset management
providers?

What are
Software
Providers?

What are Application
Service Providers?

-Descriptive: describes item for
identification and discovery
purposes
-Structural: defines how
compound objects are put
together
-Administrative: helps manage
asset (rights management and
preservation metadata)

1. Software Providers
2. Application Service Providers
3. Open Source DAM

-Software Providers develop
asset management
applications, simple or
complex, that live onsite at the
user location that are sold to
users who then own the
license to the solution

-Application Service Providers
offer asset management
services over a network or the
Internet, that can be
customized and integrated with
other solutions, to customers

DAM 101 Flash Cards
questions

What are Open
Source DAMs?

Why is Metadata
relevant to a DAM
system?

Why is a DAM system
beneficial?

What are the most
common digital
assets?

What are basic DAM
system library
services?

answers
-Open Source DAMs are DAMs
created by online communities
that are free of licensing fees
and can be hosted by a
third-party system

-this is the data that transforms
content into an asset that can be
organized and identified
(Northplains, 2019)

-DAM systems improve efficiency,
ensure that all assets are
searchable and avoid duplicates
(Sitecore,n.d)

1. Images
2. Videos
2. Audio Files
3. PDf Files
5. Documents

-a secure location to store, organize
and retrieve files known as assets
(Regli, 2021)
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